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Processing a SC Payment 

 

Starting the SC Payment 

 

1. Go into the SC Payment process in the standard way 

 

 
 

2. Select Ok, and Select the registered SC Claim.  This takes you to the SC payment 

Summary Screen. 

 

 

 

Download SC Payment Current Status 

3. Select ‘Download’ from the Actions menu. 

4. This will download the current state of the SC payment, including SC Claimed QTY and 

Amount, and SC Authorised QTY and amount. The download spreadsheet has columns 
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marked in green. These are the columns that can be updated. The other columns are for 

information only, and should not be changed. 

5. This spreadsheet can be updated with details of the SC Claim QTY and amount, 

Authorised QTY and Amount, and any reasons for difference. 

It is not necessary to update all columns, there is a specific order in which they are used 

to calculate other values. 

SC Claim Values 

 If Claimed QTY this claim is not = zero, then this QTY is used to calculate all 

other claimed quantities and amounts. 

 If Claimed QTY this claim = zero, and Claimed Amount this claim is not = zero, 

then this Amount is used to calculate all other claimed quantities and amounts. 

 If Claimed QTY this claim = zero, and Claimed Amount this claim = zero, and 

Claimed to Date QTY is not = Previous Claimed to Date QTY, then this QTY is 

used to calculate all other claimed quantities and amounts. 

 If Claimed QTY this claim = zero, and Claimed Amount this claim = zero, and 

Claimed to Date QTY is = Previous Claimed to Date QTY and Claimed Amount 

to Date is not = Previous Claimed to Date, then this Amount is used to calculate 

all other claimed quantities and amounts. 

SC Authorised Values (the same logic applies as for Claimed Values) 

 If Authorised QTY this claim is not = zero, then this QTY is used to calculate all 

other claimed quantities and amounts. 

 If Authorised QTY this claim = zero, and Authorised Amount this claim is not = 

zero, then this Amount is used to calculate all other claimed quantities and 

amounts. 

 If Authorised QTY this claim = zero, and Authorised Amount this claim = zero, 

and Authorised to Date QTY is not = Previous Authorised to Date QTY, then this 

QTY is used to calculate all other claimed quantities and amounts. 

 If Authorised QTY this claim = zero, and Authorised Amount this claim = zero, 

and Authorised to Date QTY is = Previous Authorised to Date QTY and 

Authorised Amount to Date is not = Previous Authorised to Date, then this 

Amount is used to calculate all other claimed quantities and amounts. 

 

6. To set back to original values make  

  Claimed QTY this claim  = Zero 

  Claimed Amount this claim  = Zero 

  Claimed QTY to date   = Previous Claimed QTY to Date 

  Claimed Amount to date  = Previous Claimed Amount to Date 

 

7. Save these changes to your desktop. 
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Upload the SC Payment Details 

 

8. In the same SC Summary Screen, select ‘Upload’ from the Actions menu. The following 

screen is displayed. 

 

 

 

9. Select ‘Upload to Server’ and select the upload spreadsheet. You get a message  

 

 

 

10. Then select Validate and Insert. This will upload the spreadsheet and update the SC 

payment details. Any errors are displayed in an error spreadsheet. This spreadsheet will 

be blank if no errors. 

11. Select Close on the Upload screen, and the total effect of the upload will be displayed on 

the Summary Screen. 

12. The upload can be done again, or data can be changed manually directly in the screens.  

13. If all looks correct, select OK at the top of the screen (perhaps twice), this will present 

the retention screen, then a further OK, to complete the cycle. 

14. The SC Summary and Detailed Schedules can be printed form the Action Button, and 

the SC Payment can be sent for Approval. 
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Adding new SC Items to the Upload 

 

NB. This is only available for Schedule of Rates Subcontracts. 

If the Subcontractor claims more schedule items than is already in the schedule, you can elect 

to add them to the upload. 

Once the Starting position is downloaded you can add new SC Item. An example download is 

displayed below. 

To add a new SC Item, copy the last row that is an item (Type = I) into the row at the bottom. 

Leave the SC Item no blank, and the VO Item no Blank, change the description to whatever you 

want.  Fill in the QTY, UOM, Rate and Cost centre.  See Yellow line. 

 

You can then complete QTY and Rate Claimed, and QTY and Rate Authorised. 

Adding new SC Variations to the Upload 

NB. This is only available for Schedule of Rates Subcontracts. 

If the Subcontractor claims more Variations than is already in the SC Agreement, you can elect 

to add them to the upload. 

Once the Starting position is downloaded you can add new SC Variations. An example 

download is displayed below.  

To add a new SC Variation, copy the last row that is a Variation (Type = V) into the row at the 

bottom. Leave the VO Number and the VO Item no Blank, and change the description to 

whatever you want. Enter a SC Item no, so the variation will pick up the Cost centre from that 

SC Item No. Enter A Variation Status, either R or A.  Fill in the QTY, UOM, and Rate. See the 

Green Line 

 

You can then complete QTY and Rate Claimed, and QTY and Rate Authorised. 


